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Series 2, Episode 3(11): Go for it, Warrio!
It's a sunny day on Dumb-Crow Isle, and outside the Wario bros' house Warrio and VARIO are having a
game of table tennis. Warrio is the one to serve the ball, while VARIO stands on the other side, ready to
swing with his little racket.
"Come on Warrio. Serve it now and not tomorrow! I can't wait all day!" VARIO said in anticipation of
hitting the ball back.
"Alright, patience VARIO! You know how I always need to prepare before I hit the ball. If I hurry, I might
as well not even hit the thing." Warrio said.
"Yeah, right..." VARIO said.
"Ok VARIO, here comes the ball. Hit back if you can!" Warrio said and hits the ball with his racket. At
first the ball seems to bounce over to VARIO's side like it's supposed to according to physics law, but stops
right in front of him and does a couple volts in mid-air, and falls straight down to the table and then
bounces down to the ground.
"But hey... H-how's that EVEN possible?!?" an confused VARIO said.
"Waahoo, I've won the game! I've WON the game!!" Warrio said, feeling triumphant over his first victory.
VARIO on the other hand is not amused by Warrio's way of handling his emotions when it comes to
winning a game, especially when he starts with his silly dancing.
"Sigh... Warrio can't even dance properly... not that I know how to dance either, but... ah well, maybe you
know what I mean, right." VARIO said as he keeps looking at Warrio dancing in various stupid ways,
including jumping on his behind all around the place.
At this very moment Cindella then appears on her ice skates, heading for the house of the Wario bros. As
soon as he sees her in front of him he stops with his rather goofy victory dance. Maya, who is sitting
outside her house sunbathing, waves at her.
"Hi sis!" Maya called to her.
"Oh, hi Maya!" Cindella waved back to her.
"Heh, hello Cindella... I... I didn't expect to see you around here today!" Warrio said.
"Well Warrio, I'm just heading outside for something exciting to do instead of sitting at home being bored
all day." Cindella said. Warrio then holds out his hand in front of her, wanting to shake her hand. She
instead kisses him on the nose, which Warrio didn't quite expect from her.
"Wow... ah well, suppose shaking hands may not even be needed in this case..." Warrio jokingly said.
Cindella starts laughing after he says this, with him doing the same in response. A ball then hits Warrio
while he still has his back turned.
"Hey Warrio! How about a rematch??" VARIO asked him and shoots another ball at Warrio.
"Ow... Er, would you like to have a go, Cindella? That is, if you know how to play table tennis?" Warrio
asked her.
"Sorry, but I don't think I can. I'm not very good at table tennis, sadly." Cindella declined.

"Ok VARIO, looks like it's you and me again!" Warrio said and starts to try hit the balls back to VARIO's
side, but misses almost every single one of them. One of the balls he missed then lands right at Cindella's
feet.
"Oh, looks like you missed one of them." Cindella said and picks up the ball and gives it to Warrio. The
moment Warrio grabs it off from her fingers he suddenly feels the sense of love rushing through his mind.
After he's taken the ball Cindella then heads in to their house.
"Oh my garlic..." is all Warrio can say before he starts shattering down into pieces like a vase.
"Gee. Talk about being shattered to pieces just by being near some bee girl..." VARIO said to himself.
Inside their house, Warrio is now searching for Cindella, wondering what she might be doing. Just then he
sees her skating down on the stair rails with inlines on her feet. She clears loop after loop, and makes her
way through the zig-zag parts of the rail, eventually getting down on the floor landing on her feet.
"Aaaaah..." was all what came from Warrio after seeing this performance of hers, with his tongue simply
hanging out. Cindella rolls his tongue back into his mouth and closes it.
"Come on Warrio. You should try and have a go as well!" Cindella said and runs back up the stairs. Still
standing at the same spot, Warrio's tongue drops out again. Wario-Ware-Man then walks past him, noticing
Warrio just standing there with his tongue out.
"Tsk tsk. Warrio, you really shouldn't be having your tongue out like that! You're not some kind of animal,
are you?" Wario-Ware-Man told Warrio and starts walking off again. After snapping out of his little trance
Warrio heads down to the cellar to see if there's some spare roller blades lying around. After digging
through all the junk he then finds a pair of roller blades.
"Ah, there we have them... not the most fancy-looking ones, but they will have to do I guess." Warrio said
and puts them on his feet. Before going upstairs again he takes a quick look among the trash and boxes to
see if his old Game Boy Color handheld console is in there.
"I'm sure it's in here somewhere. I was the one who helped packing the boxes when I and VARIO decided
to move out of our old house back in the 'Wario Fatsos Inc' days." Warrio said and keeps rooting through
the boxes. He can't find it anywhere though.
"Ah, it's simply too much stuff to look through! Suppose it must be pretty deep in one of the boxes.
Shame... I really wanted to find it again and see if it still worked... ah well, perhaps another day maybe.
Cindella's probably waiting for me up there by now!" Warrio said and rushes back upstairs. On the upper
floor of the house Cindella's now skating down the stair rail. A moment later Warrio comes down on the
other side, kicking his legs about for a few seconds because his roller blades makes it tough for him to
keep himself on his feet.
"Ah, there you are Warrio! Wonder where you went off to for a while there." Cindella said.
"Oh, hi there Cindella!" Warrio said after regaining his balance again. "I just took a bit of time down in the
cellar, because I couldn't find my roller blades at first. But now I'm here, ready to show what I'm made of!"
"Alright. See you downstairs!" Cindella said and starts speeding on ahead. She makes all the way down to
the end of the rail and waits for Warrio. Warrio prepares to brake when he finally gets to the end, but the
wheels on one of his roller blades starts falling off, which makes Warrio do a volt in the air and landing on
his rear. He then starts sliding down the rail on his side while feeling pain in his crotch.
"YEEOW!! Bad roller blades. BAD roller blades!! OUCH!!" Warrio said while grinding his teeth in pain.

Cindella sits on her side watching Warrio sliding down the rail on his side. He comes to a stop after hitting
the knob sitting on the end of the stairrail, causing him alot of pain.
"Oh... are you ok Warrio??" Cindella asked him.
"Gnn... Oh, me? ... hah, 'course I'm fine... now, if you excuse me..." Warrio said while pretending to be fine
and starts heading to the bathroom. On his way to the bathroom he stumbles upon VARIO who still wants
to play table tennis.
"Ah, Warrio. Say, will you..." VARIO tried to speak.
"Not now, VARIO... maybe tomorrow." Warrio refused and keeps stepping his way to the bathroom,
leaving an confused VARIO scratching his head over why Warrio is stepping instead of walking like
normal. After Warrio finally makes it into the bathroom and closing the door he then empties his bladder.
The camera still remains outside.
"Aah... Oww... now that was just more than needed!" Warrio said and remains in the bathroom for some
time. After a good nights sleep, the next morning Warrio gets out of the bedroom, letting out a big yawn
causing a fly just flying nearby to implode upon smelling the horrible breath coming form Warrio's mouth.
"Aah, that was quite a good nights sleep indeed. And I no longer feel the pain from yesterday..." Warrio
said. When he reaches the living room he sees an very unusual sight; Cindella is practising karate!
"Who in their right mind would ever practise karate in the morning like that?? That Cindella sure must be a
very active girl indeed... and I'm not even properly dressed!! ... hm. I wonder..." Warrio thought to himself
and looks around to see if there's anything lying around he can use as a karate belt. Just then he spots an
little Wario nose crawling on the floor, minding its own business collecting boogers. Warrio picks it up and
stretches out its moustache for legs, and ties it around his belly.
"Ha! Like I always say; if you haven't got a belt, use a Wario nose as one instead." Warrio said and heads
into the living room again. While Cindella practises on various karate moves Warrio makes a very
amateurish entrance.
"*Whistles* Yohoo Warrio, come over here!" Cindella called to him.
"Goulp... alright, here goes." Warrio said to himself and walks over to where Cindella's standing.
"Do you know how to do karate?" Cindella asked him.
"Of course. Just watch!" Warrio said and tries his best to show off his karate moves, even though his karate
skills are really next to nonexistent.
"Oh... good going there Warrio!" Cindella praised him. "Though you do need to work out your moves a
little bit before you can be considered a master of karate."
"But... at least I did quite good, didn't I?" Warrio said.
"Aw Warrio, you sure did." Cindella said.
"Alright. I've seen that you're quite good at it too! Would you maybe show me how skilled you really are at
karate?" Warrio asked her.
"Alot better than you think... in fact, I've been practising it for quuite a long time. After all, karate takes
time to master, and it certainly isn't for everyone." Cindella said.

"Oh, ok... now, show me how good you are. Show me, show me!" Warrio asked her. Cindella then stands
right in front of Warrio, and a moment later she kicks him in the face so hard with her bare foot that his
teeth fall out, and grabs him and hurls back and forth on the floor at a very quick speed.
A while later we see VARIO walking into the living room. He sees Cindella sitting on the sofa and asks her
if she's up for a game of table tennis.
"Sorry, but I'm not good at that sort of game. Besides, I'm currently taking a break with Warrio here." she
said and pulls up a book and starts reading on it. The camera then pans to the left showing Warrio sitting to
the left side of the sofa looking almost beaten up.
"Oh my garlic... what happened to you Warrio?" VARIO asked him.
"Been practising karate, what else... and no, I'm not up for a game of table tennis. Right now I just wanna
sit here and relax for a hour or so." Warrio said.
Meanwhile, Wario-Ware-Man is in the cellar rooting through all the boxes, mostly to go down memory
lane. No sooner does he find strange things in them.
"Ah, here we have something! ... seems to be the diary of Poobah the Pharaoh...? Oh, this must be the one I
stumbled upon in one of these boxes long ago... and if I'm right, even now this rather boring book will just
say 'TEST' on EVERY single page! That Pharaoh fellow apparantly didn't have too much of an creative
mind, nor anything sensible to write in his little diary here..." Wario-Ware-Man said and throws away the
diary, and looks into the box once more. He then finds some kind of photo album containing pictures from
their previous adventures from the The Wario Show series.
"Hm... this page has picures from the 2nd part of the series, including a couple photos with Brandy and my
other siblings. The other page has pictures from when we went into... some sort of 'Spies' cartoon or
whatever... Meh, I just can't remember any of this stuff. No matter how hard I try to think back, I have
almost ZERO memory of all events from series 2..." Wario-Ware-Man said and keeps looking in the
album.
"Ah, now here's something more memorable... to me at least. What anyone else thinks is their own
problem, not mine... Anyhow, these photos must be from the first part of stories from The Wario Show...
that apparantly had its many shortcomings and flaws, I know... One of the photos here are of Warrio's
parrot cooking food outside the garden, and the others are from the period when 'Wario-Island' was known
as 'Shadow Moses Island', particularly this set of photos from an now non-existent competition show
called 'Glupskiness'! ... must say that things really looked quite different back in those days, what with all
the snow and ice around that's visible on these photos..." Wario-Ware-Man said and flips through the
pages.
"Hah, now here's some photos from the 3rd series! This was the series where things started to change,
especially after Maya the Bee came to make her debut! My garlic, how quick the years have just gone by. I
do wonder... if Wario really had been the main star of the The Wario Show series, and if the TVadventuring idea that was almost a complete failure from the start didn't happen, could things have turned
out different?" Wario-Ware-Man said and puts the photo album back in the box.
Wario-Ware-Man keeps rooting through the box and finds some more items they've kept over the years,
only to end up forgetting about them.
"Hm, now here's an photo album with pictures of Blossom from The Powerpuff Girls series, playing with...
a tiny version of myself?? ... I can't remember any of this happening... and I'm being honest. It has been so
long now, and even if this sort of thing did happen, I... well... ah whatever, I just don't remember this thing,
ok?" Wario-Ware-Man said and puts the album aside, and takes a look at some other items.

"Here we have a photo of just Blossom, along with an red ribbon bow... These things on the other hand I
recall getting from Blossom herself in some way. How or why, I don't really remember..." Wario-WareMan said and puts the things aside. After digging deeper into the box Wario-Ware-Man then finds
something REALLY old and dusty; the big cauldron Wario used to make gold with from the very first
episode of The Wario Show.
"Hm. How did this one get in here?? ... Oh yeah, Wario gave it to us after he moved out of his house
because he no longer saw any need for it... you know, I haven't really found any use for it either. Apart
from making gold with, what else could one do with it?? Wario must've had this thing lying around in his
cellar for a very long time, because it sure has gathered lots of dust and cobwebs over the years..." WarioWare-Man said and puts the cauldron back into the box. He keeps looking into some more boxes to try find
some more obscure stuff of theirs.
Meanwhile, elsewhere Cindella is riding up a hill on her bicycle. Not seeing Warrio behind her, she stops
and calls out to Warrio.
"Warriooo!!" she called his name. Further down the hill, Warrio is trying his best to get up to the hill
despite a broken front tire on his bicycle.
"*panting* Coming Cindella! Comiiing!!" Warrio called back to her. He eventually makes it up the hill and
stops just behind Cindella's bike.
"At last... I... made it up that hill..." Warrio said tiredly.
"Yeah, it sure was quite tough." Cindella said.
"Yep. Like it ever was any harder for me though..." Warrio said. They both stay right where they are for a
moment, with them both staring at each other. As Warrio sees the beauty that is Cindella in front of his
eyes, he can only think about one thing...
"I better tell her that now, or I'll never get the chance until next time..." Warrio thought to himself.
"Are you ready to continue on Warrio?" Cindella asked him.
"Well, I..." Warrio tried to speak.
"Ok then. See you down the other side of the hill!" Cindella said and starts biking off again, leaving an
already tired Warrio balancing on his bike.
"Darn it... I was just about to tell to her how much I love her..." Warrio said, and just after saying that he
falls over to the side and into a ditch.
"Aoww... I'm never gonna catch up with her like this." Warrio said and throws the bike aside.
"In this kind of situation you need a little more speed, and luckily I have JUST the right kind of
transportation for such an occasion!" Warrio said and pulls out his Wario-Bike from his pocket on his
overalls and drives off on it to catch up with Cindella.
"Hah. Who needs a bicycle when you can just take your old trusty Wario-Bike!" Warrio said as he keeps on
driving. Little does he know though, that just in front of him is a small turtle sleeping inside its shell.
Without noticing Warrio bumps right into it, causing his bike to spiral out of control,.
"Yaaargh!!" Warrio yelled as he kept on spinning. After regaining control of his bike again Warrio tries to
put on the brakes, but is dismayed to find out that the brake on the handle has stopped functioning.

"Ah crap... not only has the steering handle gone kaput, so have even the brakes! ... I've got a feeling that
taking the Wario-Bike probably wasn't such a good thing..." Warrio said. With no way to properly control
his bike, Warrio is forced to drive off the road and into the open air.
"Uh-oh..." was all Warrio could say as his bike keeps drifting in the air. At that same moment, Cindella is
biking down a grassy hill, only to stop and look up to see something very strange.
"Huh...? isn't that Warrio up there??" Cindella asked herself.
"*Honks on his horn* Hey Cindella! The view is quite lovely up here, isn't it!" Warrio said while he keeps
flying on his bike. All Cindella can do is scratch her head in confusion.
Back to where Warrio is, he can only wonder what's gonna happen next. And sure enough, while looking
down he realizes that in a matter of seconds he's going to land right into a motorbike driving contest.
"Aaw, not THIS too!!" Warrio said to himself. Over to Cindella, she's now speeding ahead to find out
where Warrio's going to.
"Where could Warrio have possibly gone to? I hope to eventually catch up with him in one way or
another." Cindella said and keeps on biking.
Back to Warrio again, he has now landed on the racing track of the motorbike-competition, and is now
driving alongside the other racers.
"My garlic. I'm now in a competition, and I haven't even been asked to take part in it!!" Warrio said and
tries to steer himself away from the other racers, but due to the steering handle being out of function he
ends up driving into them anyway, making many of the racers go off course and crash into obstacles.
Warrio ends up driving two laps on the course, and on his last lap he's the one currently in lead.
"My garlic, never would I've thought that this bike of mine could actually steer itself!" Warrio said. Warrio
is about to pass the finish line. Initially relieved to be in first place, he then realizes that he's unable to stop
his bike, and all he can do is watch in horror the closer he gets to the finish line.
"Oh my garlic!! This will be a bit painful for me I suppose!" Warrio said and covers his eyes. He passes the
finish line and crashes his bike right into the winners pedestal.
"Ouch... that really hurt..." Warrio said and gets the bike off of himself. Just then he is applauded by the
public, including Cindella who has been seeing him "taking part" in the contest.
"Good going there Warrio! You really managed to win the race!" Cindella applauded him.
"Aha, and what am I getting for winning this 'race'??" Warrio said.
"First prize basically. And you've also won my heart! This time you've really impressed me." Cindella said
and heads over to Warrio to give him a kiss.
"Wow... at last, I've finally conquered my love!!" Warrio said and just puts a big smile on his face, after
which some of his teeth fall off. Warrio then passes out as a result of the impact.
Later, Warrio is seen back at the Wario bros' house, now sitting on a wheelchair with a broken foot.
Cindella is now bandaging his right arm.
"Aaow, aaow... not so hard!" Warrio said in pain.

"I'm trying to be careful Warrio. How's your foot now?" Cindella said.
"Still painful, but the pain has subsided somewhat." Warrio said. After Cindella's finished bandaging
Warrio arm she gives him a kiss on his chin.
"You'll be fine Warrio. You've only hurt a few limbs on your body." Cindella said.
"Well, thanks Cindella." Warrio said. VARIO however still wonder about the table tennis game they had
last day.
"Um... sorry if I'm interrupting your romantic moment, but... would you mind playing one last match with
me, Warrio?" VARIO said.
"Well, tell you what... why not just buzz off with your silly little table tennis! I'm not in the mood for it
now." Warrio told him off. Maya heads over to their side to bid farewell to Cindella.
"Bye Cindella. It's a shame I haven't had the chance to see you much this day..." Maya said as she hugs her
sister, with Cindella doing the same.
"No need to worry Maya. I'll come over and visit you someday." Cindella told her.
"Sorry Cindella, but are you two done hugging each other anytime soon? I wanna get to the hospital as
soon as possible!" Warrio said.
"Oh, alright Warrio, I understand. Bye everyone. I may come back again one day!" Cindella said and goes
off with Warrio to take him to the hospital.
"Bye bye Cindella!" Maya bid farewell to Cindella.
"Wonder what Warrio's really up to these days... in one moment he's not interested in women, but now he
suddenly falls for one, and that girl happens to be... a bee? ... I just simply can't get this into my head."
VARIO said.
"Don't bother too much about it VARIO. Change must eventually happen, and when Warrio laid eyes on
my sister the first time, he somehow fell in love with her. I guess it just had to happen at some point!"
Maya told VARIO.
"Er... yeah, maybe you're right about that... say, you wanna play table tennis with me?" VARIO asked her.
"No thanks, I don't have the time right now. I'm busy with watering my flowers in my back garden. You're
on your own there I'm afraid." Maya said.
"Oh, alright. Anyhow, Warrio and Cindella seemed to have forgot this trophy here!" VARIO said.
"Well, they may have just left it here on your side while Warrio's being taken to the hospital." Maya said
and goes to water her flowers.
"Oh yeah... maybe you just can't do both things at the same time..." VARIO said and takes a look at his
surroundings for a moment. He spots an lonely Wario nose on their lawn minding its own business
collecting boogers.
"Sigh... you Wario noses don't know how such a great and simple life you're living; wandering around for
hours collecting nose boogers, and garlic. At other times you jump towards other people whenever they
reek of garlic... if only my life were that simple..." VARIO said to himself.

Not having anyone to play table tennis with, and knowing that Wario-Ware-Man woudln't be having time
for it either, VARIO decides to call it quits.
"Alright, time for me to put away the tennis table then." VARIO said and is about to unfold the table, but
turns to the Wario nose again to ask it if it would like to play with him.
"Say, Wario nose... would you mind playing some table tennis?" VARIO asked it. The Wario nose responds
to him in some sort of unknown language, mostly consisting of random noises, and starts hopping away.
"So, not even Wario noses wants to play table tennis then..." VARIO said to himself. He then takes one last
look at the trophy Warrio won at the motorbike-competition earlier.
"Gotta admit this trophy looks kinda cool... not only is it in gold, it even has a Wario moustache in front of
it! ... whatever, I better head back in now before the rainweather starts in an hour or so." VARIO said and
unfolds the tennis table and puts it back in the garage, and closes the garage door to signify the end of this
episode.
Well, and that's how this episode ends. Despite all the odds against him, Warrio finally managed to conquer
his love! Anyway, in story #4 the Wario bros will be taking on flying. Who really knows how things could
possibly end for our friends, and whether they'll get to fly or not is something that will be revealed in
episode 4.
The End...

